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Remaining tasks


Final paper: due: Dec 16 (worth: 40%).

Write a philosophical paper on a topic from weeks 8-14 (A bibliography is
necessary and must include at least 6 references including references to
readings from multiple modules.) 1500-2500 words. Upload to Canvas before
deadline.





Final discussion board: due: Dec 11

Post 1: Produce an abstract for your final paper. 250-500 words. (5 points.)
Post 2: Provide constructive feedback on another student’s abstract. 100-200
words. (5 points.)






Participation:

You can have three unexcused absences.
Every subsequent unexcused absence costs 1%.
Participation grades uploaded to canvas after final week.







Course evaluation:

This Thursday! First ten minutes. Please be on time 
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W13 discussion board feedback


Does adopting illusionism improve IIT?






It removes the logic gate problem.
It gives a clearer candidate for what Φ measures: illusion strength.
But: IIT is now forced to abandon fundamental principles and is subject
to the four objections to illusionism.

Can illusionism solve the problem of representing
phenomenality?




Frankish’s account is question-begging: the recognitional aspect
presupposes phenomenal concepts.
Illusionist-IIT seems to collapse into weak illusionism.
A purely evolutionary explanation may solve the problem.
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Elisabeth vs Descartes


Elisabeth asks (6.v.1643):




Given that the mind of a human being is only a [nonextended] thinking substance, how can it affect the
body, in order to bring about voluntary actions?

Elisabeth’s challenge summarized:


How a thing moves depends solely on:
(i) How much it is pushed,
(ii) the manner in which it is pushed,
(iii) the surface texture and shape of the thing that pushes it.






(i) and (ii) require contact between two things.
(iii) requires the cause to be an extended thing.

A modern-day response on behalf of Descartes:



Modern physics no longer describes motion this way.
Quantum physics leaves open a “causal gap” that
consciousness could fill: wavefunction collapse.
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The double slit experiment (with golf balls)


Observing screen:
displays blue spots
where balls hit.



It will display two
bands of hits, given a
two-slit barrier.



Question: what
happens if we replace
the golfer with a
particle gun?
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The double slit experiment (with particles)

Particles do not give two bands of hits.
They instead give an interference pattern.




Physicists were baffled by these were results!
How are we supposed to describe the trajectory of each particle?
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The double slit experiment (with water waves)


A clue comes from
water waves.



Partially submerge
the experiment in
water.



Instead of a particle
gun, drop a stone to
create waves.



Design the screen so
it lights up in
response to waves
with the highest
intensity.
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The double slit experiment (with water waves)

Constructive interference: when the peaks of two waves meet, they
combine, and can be detected by the screen.
Destructive interference: when a peak of one wave meets the
trough of the other, they cancel each other out.
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The wave function


In classical physics, a
particle is assigned a
position in space.



In quantum physics, a
particle is assigned a
wave function:
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A function from positions
to amplitudes.



Imagine the particle’s wave
function assigns amplitude A to
region R.



You can think of amplitude A
(squared) as a measure of the
probability of observing the particle at
R if you measure its position.

Superposition




The following is physically
possible:


Half of a particle’s wave
function is concentrated in
the Orange campus.



The rest is inside the
Rinker campus.

In that case, the particle is
in a superposition of two
(distant) locations.
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The collapse of the wave function



According to textbook quantum mechanics:
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The particle leaves the gun as a wave that spreads out.
The slits convert it into two waves that interfere.
The wave of the single particle now looks like an interference pattern.
The wave then reaches the observing screen and collapses.
The wave collapses to a particle with a definite location!
Bizarrely, if you place measuring devices at the slits, you get two bands of hits.

The two laws of textbook quantum mechanics


The Schrödinger (wave) equation




Describes wave function spread.

The collapse postulate


Describes wave function collapse.
John von Neumann
Mathematical
Foundations of Quantum
Mechanics. (1932).
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When does each law apply?


The Schrödinger (wave) equation





Describes wave function spread.
Applies to unmeasured systems.

The collapse postulate



Describes wave function collapse.
Applies to measured systems.
John von Neumann
Mathematical
Foundations of Quantum
Mechanics. (1932).
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The measurement problem



Measurement is not a good
candidate fundamental physical
process.



The notion of “measurement” is
not well-defined.
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Eugene Wigner’s (1961) hypothesis


Consciousness collapses the wave function.



In particular, there are two laws:





I. Non-conscious systems are governed by the
Schrödinger equation.
II. Conscious systems are too, unless they enter a
superposition of distinct conscious experiences—
then they collapse to a definite experience.

Standard objection to Wigner’s hypothesis:



“Conscious” is not well-defined.
In fact, it’s even more vague than “measurement”.
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Eugene Wigner
(1902-1995)
Nobel prize in
physics (1963)

Our response to the standard objection


Consciousness is mathematically
well-defined.



Example: IIT



Amount of consciousness = Φ.
Quality of consciousness = Q-shape.
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Summary of the theory (for one electron)










The observing screen has no Φ.
So, it does not consciously observe the position of any electron.
So, it does not collapse the wavefunction of any electron.
Instead, an individual electron puts the observing screen into a superposition of
displaying a red dot at every point in the interference pattern.
Eventually, the superposed observing screen interacts with a large-Φ system (e.g. a
human experimenter).
If this interaction puts the large-Φ system into a consciousness superposition, there
is collapse.
The large-Φ system collapses itself to a define conscious state.
The observing screen in turn collapses into displaying one red dot.
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Philosophical questions


What is a superposed state of consciousness?



Does consciousness really play a causal role?



Does consciousness play the right sort of causal role?



Does consciousness just role the dice?



What about macroscopic (e.g. screen) superpositions?



What about the first appearance of consciousness in the
universe?
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